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Origin of Problem: 

The office of the D.C.I.A.(G), Department of 

National Defence, 479 Bank Street, Ottawa, Ontario, 

reported that pipe freines  used for supportinË canvas covers 

on military trucks were failing due to brittleness. 

Examiners reported that the pipes fractured on being thrown 
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to the Lround while unloading. A report was requested 

which would explain the cause of this condition and 

recommend a solution. 

• 	The samples of 4.pe as received showed a crys- 

talline fracture. The pipe had been flattened and a 

square hole bunched through it. 

It appeared that the brittleness existed only 

at the flattened and punched secton. 13endin tests  

on the undeformed pipe showed it to be quite ductile and 

plastic. The strength at the punched section was far 

less than the reduction of cross-section would produce e  

therefore  sono  other factor must be responsible  for  thIo 

condit i on . 

Physical_Te.stsg 

In order to find out the effect of :Jechanical 

work on the pipe e  the follcvin experiments were under-

taken 

Bend:Ing - 

A piece of the pipe was held vertical in a 

vise and pounded with a heavy hammer. Tho pipe bent through 

an angle of 30 degrees with . no sign of failure. 

Flatten1w7 Centre of 3-Foot Section - 

Tho centre or a 3-root section or pipe was 

flattened for a distance of 4;ï7 inches. Inuediately e  this 

was ,ilaced In a vise and hammered. It sent throubh an 

anjo of 30 deLrees satisfactorily. Anothor piece similarly 

 treated but left for two days e  cracked at the first blow. 

The crack occurred at the ond of the flattened section. 

(Continuod on next paLe) 
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(Physical Tests 9  contîd) - 

Plattening_a ?k-In9h Collar - 

A piece 22i Inches lor4s. was flattened under 

a load or 20 9 000 pounds. After two days an attempt was 

made to open up the flattened section by drivinc a cold 

chisel into  the  centre or the flattened IL.fle. The pipe 

split into two flat pieces. 	Another piece was flattened 

and thon annealed at 975 0  [0 . for one :lour. This piece 

deformed and could not be split as readily as the untreated 

piece. Annealing c1estroy tio zinc coatin, therefore it 

canot  be performed on é;alvanized pipe. 

Zinc_Coatinm 

The flattenin operation causes the zinc coating 

to flake off; this exposes the iron pipe to the forces 

of corrosion. 

Conclusions. 

The piece of pipe submitted was to%h enouji as 

received to bend considerably. After cold Workin 9  ey flat-

teninL; 9  lt became quite brittle. 3ritUleness was eliminated 

by annearinG, but  the  zinc was oxidized. 

The supplier of this product must 

either 

(1) Select pipe which does not bocorne brittle 

after cold work, 

or 

(2) Reduce the 02ount of cold work performed upon 

the pipe; 

also _ . _ 

(3) Repair damaL 7e to zinc coating done by flattening 

operation. 

• 
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FI:Alre 1 

Crystalline fracture. 
Pipe as received. 
(Actual size). 

FlGure 2. 

Flattened and punched section. 
Pipe as received. 
(Actual size). 
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DISCUSSION: 

Galvanized structural members are subject 
(1) 

occasionally to brittleness around punched holes. 

Drilled holos do not affect the Ihetal surroundinc them. 

Tho  severe cold working of the punching operation appears 

to intensify the notch effect severely. This effect 

becomes more pronounced as the thickness of punched 

metal is increased. 

Presumably cold mark aids in procipitatin" 

segroLatin,,, or orieutin u  submicrol„copic particles which 

cause embrittlement e  so that their effect is nt a maximum.

•Apparently the mutually pctIn u  effects of 1,hosoherus e  

nitroLen, carbon e  and  oxyton are necessary to cause 

embrittlement. 

The aging of stool after cold work is a well-

known phenomenon.
(2) f4.,e-hardening which !my cause 

embrittloment is supposed to  oc  caused by the precipita-

tion of carbidos e  nitrides e  and oxides. Tho relative 

importance of larbe and small inclusions has not been 

definitely establis1iou,
(3) but there are undoubtedly many 

inore invisible inclusions than thore are visible ones. 

Particles finer than 0.001 contimotro dianioter 

exist as a suspension or emulsion in the metal0
(4) 

Ago hardening or precipitation hardening is 

observed in low carbon steols0 (5)  It is found that a 

CYS r7P) 

(1) Epstein on Embrittlement. (Proc. A.S.M. v32) 0 
(2) Deoxidation of m1151 Steels. (Daniloff e  Trans. A.S.M. 0 36). 
(3) Work Sensitivity. (Case s  met. Pro g. 0  Nov. e37). 
(4) inclusions in iron. (Wohrman e  A.S.S.T. Vol. XIV e  v28). ,  

(5) Modern Steels. (A.S.M. Publication). 
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(Discussion »  cont 2 d) 

sheet which will make a certain difficult stampinL 

without undue breakage if it Is delivered and worked 

promptly »  may crack badly in the dies if work is delayed 

until a month after rolling. 

Tho embrittlement of the galvanized pipe 

appears to be similar to aLe hardenin produced by cold 

work. In order to eliminate this  trouble  certain recom-

mendations are made. 

Recommendationsg 

Reduction of Cold Work - 

Completely flattening the pipe weakens and 

embrittles it 	PunchlnL also ombrittles the pipe. A bettor 

procedure would be to flatten the pipe loavinG a space at 

least equal to the thickness of the pipe wall. This 

roduces tho amount of cold work at the bend. The hole 

should bo drilled and broached. 

Solectliunpe bx,Work_Sensitivity_Tes - 

Since different lots of pipe vary In their 

response to cold work It is suGested that  the  purchaser of 

the pipe set up a practical testini.; procedure to evaltiate 

this ;,roperty. The samples after boin L  formed should be 

set aside for 48 hours and then distorted by halmuer blows. 

Brittle material can be sortod out by this test. 

Corrosion-liesjstant Coatinp - 

Flattening the pipe makes the zinc coatinù peel 

off. Therefore »  it  would seem advisable to use unualvanizod 

pipe and Laivanizo after forminu . This woulo ensure that 

Li 
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à 4  (Recommendations, contîd) 

a continuous zinc coating was obtained and also the 

heat of balvanIzing would have a beneficial effect on 

the work brittleness. An alternative procedure would 

bo to use ungalvanIzed pipe, anneal after cold wor1cinË, 0  

and paint with aluminium paint. 
% 

Sculare_Hole - 

The square hole gives  the section greater 

"notch brittleness" than a round hole. If possible, • 

the design should be changed to Include a round hole 

at this point. 
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